Circle the nouns (9 of them!).

log  work  book  leave  lamp

tree  find  robin  lick  blanket

help  pizza  snake  want  moon

Complete the sentences using nouns from above.

1. The ____________ keeps me warm.

2. I finished reading my ____________.

3. The ____________ is very bright in the sky.

4. Dad turned on the ____________ because it was dark.

5. His pet ____________ scares me.

6. ____________ is my favorite food.
Circle the nouns (9 of them!).

log   work   book   leave   lamp

tree   find   robin   lick   blanket

help   pizza   snake   want   moon

Complete the sentences using nouns from above.

1. The __blanket_____ keeps me warm.

2. I finished reading my ___book______.

3. The __moon________ is very bright in the sky.

4. Dad turned on the __lamp__ because it was dark.

5. His pet ____snake_____ scares me.

6. ____Pizza__ is my favorite food.